FIRSTALPHA :: AN EXPLANATION

http://www.firstalpha.co.uk/

The FirstAlpha Website Network
........ an explanation by the author who may be online now!
On 20 May 2003 the Internet domain name sp5.info was registered and hosted by PlusNet because on that day the Ace
Internet server on which the sp5.org domain name was hosted suffered a failure and this took two days to repair. Sp5.org is
currently hosted in Vancouver, Washington, USA. Sp5.info is still hosted at PlusNet.
FirstAlpha came into being on 28 January 1999 and was incorporated on 25 October 1999. This network of Websites
represents the results of my involvement with the Internet since then. I take an active interest in the affairs of the Parishes
listed below and hope that my influence is appreciated.
The main objective of my Internet activities is to build a large, responsive network. Those with whom I interact, whether
on-line or off-line, will find me friendly, ambitious and determined. I recognise that success in business is most likely to be
achieved through the power of the Master Mind. Those who I am honoured to have within my Master Mind group include,
Bob Parsons, Penny & Thomas Power, Louis Gray and Michael Dlouhy.
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On 28 May 2009, I attended the Royal Bath & West Show for the first time. As a member of the Federation of Small
Businesses (FSB), I had volunteered to help-out with the trade space which had been booked by the Somerset & Wiltshire
FSB Region. Patricia Marks of the FSB Taunton Branch had organised the FSB presence which included the opportunity for
10 FSB members to display their business capabilities at a more affordable cost than having a fully independent show
presence.
Building a Business rarely happens by accident. I am seeking people who believe themselves to be
coachable and have the desire to create a successful business enterprise. Discover if you are coachable at
'Mentoring for Free'.
Be prepared for a short-term cost, in order to achieve long-term value.
Bye for now!
Richard Parsons. (disclaimer) Bookmark this page | Call me on Skype
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